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Abstract— Relevance input is a fit inquiry change technique in the field of substance based picture retrieval. The key issue in 

relevance input is how to enough use the input information to improve the retrieval performance. This paper presents a 

relevance input scheme using Voronoi network model on the other hand input information adoption. Critical images during 

previous cycles are sensibly incorporated into the current cycle and the chosen critical images can better capture user’s 

information need. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION  

 The rapid development of web and mixed media 

information has come about in the development of mixed 

media information retrieval techniques, especially the 

substance based picture retrieval (CBIR). CBIR framemeets 

expectations extract visual highlights from the images 

automatically. Similarities between two images are 

measured in terms of the contrasts between the relating 

features.  

 To take into account the subjectivity of human 

observation and bridge the gap between the high-level 

concepts and the low-level features, relevance input has 

been proposed to enhance the retrieval performance. During 

the process of picture retrieval, the client specifies the 

relevance of the retrieved objects, and the structure will 

then refine the inquiry results by learning from this 

information. A variety of relevance input techniques have 

been proposed. The main algorithms include highlight re-

weighting and inquiry point movement (rui, huang, ortega 

and mehrotra 1998, ishikawa, subramanya and faloutsos 

1998), Voronoi target search (cox, miller, minka, 

papathomas and yianilos 2000), support vecton the other 

hand machine active learning (hong, tian and huang 2000), 

and two class learning (macarthur, brodley and shyu 2000).  

 The key issue in relevance input is how to enough use 

the information provided from client input to increase the 

retrieval accuracy.  

 Most current CBIR framemeets expectations use the 

information given in one pass at each cycle and the refined 

inquiry is treated just like a starting query. Since the input 

information from the previous cycles and the next cycle 

does not straightforwardly connect, the majon the other 

hand problem of their approach is that when the next cycle 

of retrieval is started the information from previous cycles 

is practically lost. Alternatively we may continuously use 

all the critical images accumulated form the very beginning 

to fully use the information. However, it is still not an ideal 

resolution. With the progress of the retrieval process, there 

might exist diverse levels of relevance among all the objects 

that have been marked “relevant” before. Some of them are 

still highly critical while others might become neutral on the 

other hand indeed irrelevant. In another word, the client 

inconsistency might happen at each cycle of relevance 

judgments which will impair the retrieval results. 

 The commitment of this paper is to propose a scheme 

fon the other hand optimization in using the client input 

information. We investigate Voronoi network as a critical 

picture reception model to select a number of great points 

composing the positive input information. It is based on the 

assessment of the conviction values of the critical picture 

nodes in the network such that these conviction values can 

be used as probabilistic measure of usability of the critical 

images. By this approach, objects considered critical during 

previous cycles are sensibly incorporated and the chosen 

critical images can better capture user’s information need 

than previous methods. 

 The remainder of this paper is sorted out as follows: 

section 2 presents and overview of Voronoi network and the 

proposed model fon the other hand critical picture adoption. 

Section 3 portrays the process of inference propagation and 

our main algorithm. Conclusions are given in section 4 with 

a discussion of future research works. 

 

II. A Voronoi Structure on the other Hand Relevant 

Feddback 

2.1 Voronoi Conviction Network  

A Voronoi conviction network is a graphical representation 

of a set of discretionary variables and their dependencies. It 
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provides an effective learning representation which imitates 

learning structures used by the human mind.  

It has been widely used in textual information retrieval fon 

the other hand a long time (baeza-yates and ribeiro-neto 

1999). In a Voronoi network, vertices in the chart represent 

the discretionary variables X={x1, x2, K, xn} and direct arcs 

correspond to conditional conditions between variables. The 

folks of a hub xi can be meant by pa(xi) . Each variable is 

independent of its i descendants given its prompt folks in 

the network. The interactions between nodes are 

represented by the conditional probability p(xi | pa(xi)). 

Other components that are contained in a Voronoi network 

include: (a) prion the other hand beliefs: the initial 

convictions of nodes in the network; (b) evidences: 

observations that are inputs to the network; (c) posterion the 

other hand probabilities: the last computed convictions after 

the confirmations have been propagated through the 

network (luo and savakis 2001). By applying the 

conditional probabilities between nodes and the indecencies 

between a hub and its non-descendants, the joint probability 

distribution over the complete set of variables can be 

expressed as: 

 

 

(1) 

Therefore, a complicated joint probability distribution 

can be reduced to a set of conditional probability which are 

less demanding to characterize. More details of Voronoi 

network can be found in (pearl 1988, Heckerman 1995, 

Jensen 1998). We found that fon the other hand our critical 

picture reception problem, Voronoi network offers distinct 

advantages. Due to the subjectivity of human observation 

and the mechanism of relevance feedback, user’s input 

judgment is not performed through exact match. User’s 

preference is continuously reflected by the probabilities. 

Voronoi network models the probabilistic relationships 

among the objects, which make it suit fit to handles 

situation relating to probability disseminations over 

variables. Furthermore, the architecture representation of 

Voronoi network is highly adaptive and easy to build. 

Voronoi network provides a good framework for integrating 

the feature representations and it offers easy maintenance 

when adding new features. The flexibility of feature 

updating of conditional probabilities related with the direct 

links in the network fon the other hand our purpose. The 

diagram of the proposed Voronoi network generally, the 

network consists of layer, highlight index layer and critical 

picture layer. The root hub is the inquiry layer speaking to 

the query example picture given by the user. The middle of 

the road layer is highlight index layer which can be further 

isolated into two levels. The first level contains low-level 

feature representations, such as color, surface and shape. 

The second level is made by the components of the 

highlight vectors. The critical picture layer consists of the 

individual critical images determined by the user. The 

network is diverse with various inquiry examples and 

diverse critical images. New determined critical images get 

included to the critical picture layer as we move from one 

cycle of input to the next. All nodes in the network are 

related with a conviction value and all the direct 

associations between the nodes are related with a join 

weight, which is represented by a conditional probability. 

 

Figure 1: Voronoi network fon the other hand Critical 

Image Adoption 

The join weight from the inquiry hub to the highlight index 

hub determined by p( fi | q) reflects the emphasis of that 

feature representation in user’s information need. The two 

levels of highlight index layer are joined by weighted 

incorporation is prefer fit in our application. 

2.2 Voronoi Network Relevance Feedback Model  

 To apply Voronoi network to our application for 

critical picture adoption, we need to first formulate the 

problem in terms of creating a set of variables speaking to 

the distinct elements. Then settle the dependency 

relationships between the variables that is, creating the links 

from the parent nodes to tyke nodes. After that, the numeric 

probabilities fon the other hand each verify and join need to 

be assessed. In (Wilson, Srinivasan and indrawn 2000), they 

proposed a Voronoi network image retrieval engine 

searching the whole picture database to find the retrieval 

results. In our work, we develop a similar network, but only 

to process the critical images. Our network aggregates all 

the highlights compared with their separate net meets 

expectations for each highlight in the highlight set. 

Moreover, our Voronoi network model is a dynamic model 

which can be adjusted with diverse critical images 

determined by the user. We have also created a different 

mechanism on the other hand the links p(rj|fi) speaking to 

the diverse contributions of the segment To that highlight 

vector. The join weights p(fi|q) and p(rj|fi) can be calculated 

By inter-weight updating and intra-weight updating 

algorithms proposed in (Rui, Huang, Ortega and Mehrotra 

1998). The weight of A join from the highlight vector the 
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other hand hub To the critical picture hub represented by 

p(ok| rj) is hard to be  gotten  directly. However, it can be 

calculated using Bayes’ rule: 

 

 

 

(2) 

Here p(rj) and p(ok) are prior belief values of the segment rj 

and the critical picture ok. All components of highlight 

vectors and all critical images are assumed to have break 

indeed with prion the other hand beliefs. Therefore, p(rj) is 

equivalent to 1 n3 and p(o) is equivalent to 1 m . The weight 

p(r|ok) represents the significance of segment rj in the 

critical image ok. We propose a distance-based approach to 

calculate this weight. Intuitively, if the distance between the 

component rj of the relevant image and that of the query 

image is small, it means that the component rj is important 

for the relevant image ok. On the other hand, if the distance 

is large, then rj is not an ideal component. Based on this 

analysis, the inverse of the distance can be a good 

estimation of weight P(rj|ok). Thus P(rj|ok) is calculated as 

follows: 

 

 

(3) 

Where djk is the distance of relevant image ok and the query 

example on component rj. These weights are then 

normalized to make the sum of the weights equal to 1: 

 

 

(4) 

After the weights of links and the prior beliefs of all the 

nodes in the network have been assigned, we can initialize 

the query node and perform the inference propagation 

throughout the network to update the belief values of all the 

relevant image nodes. Then theses belief values can be used 

as the probabilistic ranking of the relevant images. The 

details of the inference process and how to select relevant 

images will be discussed in the next section. 

 

III. NETWORK EVALUATION FOR RELEVANT FOR IMAGE 

ADOPTION 

 The approach for relevant image adoption in the 

Bayesian network model is based on the idea that, by 

learning user’s feedback information, the system obtains 

new evidence about the current relevance level for all the 

relevant images to the query. At each stage of iteration, the 

belief values of all the relevant image nodes in the network 

are re-evaluated according to the result of query and user’s 

relevance feedback.  

 The query example image can be treated as evidence, 

which will be instantiated with P(q)=1 when the network is 

evaluated. The belief values across the network are updated 

given the initial evidence. According to the topology of our 

Bayesian network, the inference process propagates from 

the query layer through the feature index layer to relevant 

image layer. Currently, there are many efficient methods for 

exact inference and approximate inference in Bayesian 

network. Although exact inference in general for an 

arbitrary Bayesian network is NP-hard (Cooper 1990), it is 

still efficient for some classes of Bayesian networks. 

Considering that the size of our network is not large, we 

employ exact inference method. One of the most influential 

methods for exact inference is tree-clustering that 

transforms the network into a so-called junction tree 

(Jensen, Lauritzen & Olesen, 1990). The junction tree 

basically clusters the variables in such a way that all loops 

in the network are removed and the clusters are as small as 

possible. After converting the network to a tree, the 

message passing scheme (Pearl 1988) can be run on this 

tree to update the beliefs of each node in the network given 

the observation of evidence. 

 After the inference propagation, the belief values of all 

the relevant image nodes represented by {b(ok ) = P(ok | q), 

k = 1,2,….m} are assessed and used as the probabilistic 

ranking of the relevant images. The candidate relevant 

image set then can be obtained as follows: 

 

 

(5) 

 Where τ is a constant limit which can be estimated by 

the training process. Using these critical images as our 

positive input information, we can employ a discretionary 

relevance input calculation to obtain the next cycle of 

retrieval objects. 

 After the inference process is performed, all the 

weights of links are overhauled fon the other hand the next 

cycle of feedback. Too the network beliefs at time t simply 

become the prion the other hand convictions fon the other 

hand the cycle t+1. This process repeats at each stage of 

input until the retrieval process is over and the client is 

satisfied with the retrieval results. The calculation fon the 

other hand our critical picture reception is described as 

follows: 

1. After the initial feedback, all the critical images are 

used to develop the Bayesian network and the join 

weights are calculated.  

2. Perform the inference propagation to update the 

conviction values of all the nodes in the network.  

3. Select the critical images whose conviction is 

above the limit as the positive input information.  

4. Update the join weights using the chosen critical 

images.  
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5. The overhauled conviction values are set as new 

prion the other hand convictions fon the other hand 

the next iteration.  

6. Start a new cycle of retrieval using the overhauled 

positive input information.  

7. On the off chance that the client proceeds to give 

input judgment  

8. New critical objects get included to the network.  

9. Go back to step 2 with the overhauled weights and 

prion the other hand beliefs.  

10. Else stop the retrieval process and wait fon the 

other hand the new query. 

 

III. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

 In this paper, we have focused on the problem of 

improving the effectiveness in using the critical images 

given by user’s feedback. We propose an approach using 

Bayesian network as the critical picture reception model to 

find the ideal objects. We accept that Bayesian network is a 

fit tool that is application in the point of view of relevance 

input in picture retrieval. As of now the execution of the 

structure is under test and the effectiveness of our approach 

is being evaluated. The precision rate as a function of the 

number of input cycles will be used as the execution 

measure. The ongoing expansions to the work involve the 

partition of the critical images. Other than the critical 

picture adoption, the clustering of the chosen critical images 

can be done to further illuminate the user’s information 

need. One on the other hand more clusters which the chosen 

critical images belong to will be set as positive input 

information.  

 In addition, the possible change of the network 

structure includes the semantic level highlight index being 

incorporated into the network and mapped to the low-level 

features. The utilization of negative input will too be 

investigated. 
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